Background: Interval timing, the ability to judge the duration of short events, has been shown to be compromised in Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD). Timing abilities are ubiquitous and underlie behaviours as varied as sensory integration, motor coordination or communication. It has been suggested that atypical temporal processing in ASD could contribute to some of the disorder's symptoms, in particular motor clumsiness and difficulties in social interaction and communication. Recent behavioural investigations have suggested that interval timing in ASD is characterised by intact sensitivity but reduced precision in duration judgements. Methods: In this study we investigated the processing of duration as compared to pitch in a group of highfunctioning individuals with ASD using magnetoencephalography (MEG). 18 adolescents and adults with ASD and 18 age-and IQ-matched typically-developing control (TDC) individuals compared two consecutive tones according to their duration or pitch in separate experimental blocks. The analysis was carried out exclusively on physically identical stimuli (500 Hz tones lasting 600 ms), which served, according to instruction, as standard or probe in a Duration or Pitch task respectively. Results: Our results suggest that compared to TDC individuals, individuals with ASD are less able to predict the duration of the standard tone accurately, affecting the sensitivity of the comparison process. In addition, contrary to TDC individuals who allocate resources at different times depending on the nature of the task (pitch or duration discrimination), individuals with ASD seem to engage less resources for the Duration task than for the Pitch task regardless of the context. Although individuals with ASD showed top-down adaptation to the context of the task, this neuronal strategy reflects a bias in the readiness to perform different types of tasks, and in particular a diminished allocation of resources to duration processing which could have cascading effect on learning and development of other cognitive functions.
Introduction
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a developmental disorder characterised by impaired social interaction and communication, as well as stereotyped, repetitive behaviour (APA, 2000) . Critical aspects of the diagnosis involve several factors pointing to a general decrease in the quality of social interactions including atypical turn taking, unusual verbal intonations and abnormal joint attention. Interestingly, these factors implicitly include timing factors: whether to judge the appropriate amount of time to leave between the examiner's last sentence and their reply, to produce speech at the right pace, or to pick up a visual cue at the right time, individuals have to be able to process short (i.e. sub-second) durations accurately. In fact time is fairly ubiquitous in cognitive processes such as sensory integration, motor control, language, and planning, all of which have been found to be areas of difficulties for individuals on the autism spectrum (Boucher, 2012; Eigsti et al., 2011; Hill, 2004; Marco et al., 2011) . Importantly, the earliest signs of autism during the first couple of years of life consist in atypical motor behaviour (hypo-or hypertonia), reduced joint attention, atypical play patterns and general difficulties in producing and integrating multimodal behaviour (gaze, vocalisation, gesture) , which are characterised by finely tuned temporal dynamics (Charman and Baird, 2002; Lord et al., 2008) . Failure to develop these crucial skills in early life would certainly affect learning and development. For instance, the cues used by the carers to engage children's attention and orient them towards relevant aspects of the environment (such as eye gaze, pointing, speech) can become meaningless if they are not temporally integrated with the target event or behaviour (e.g. object, colour, movement).
Time processing includes interval timing, synchrony judgements and temporal order judgements (Eagleman, 2008; Wittmann and van Wassenhove, 2009 ) and importantly, these processes do not necessarily rely on the same cognitive resources and neural mechanisms (van Wassenhove, 2009 ). In particular, perturbations in one type of temporal judgement do not necessarily or automatically translate into perturbations in the other types of temporal processing. In this particular study we focused on interval timing i.e., the ability to judge the duration of short events (Buhusi and Meck, 2005) .
Despite several mentions of possible time processing deficits in ASD (Boucher, 2001; Wimpory et al., 1995; Wimpory et al., 2002) , timing and time perception have received little attention in the field of autism research until recently. To date, behavioural studies have found mixed evidence of time processing deficits. For instance, Szelag et al. (2004) found a dramatic impairment of time perception in children with ASD using temporal reproduction tasks in which children were asked to reproduce the duration of an auditory or a visual stimulus. Specifically, whereas typically developing control (TDC) children reproduced standard durations accurately, ASD children reproduced durations varying from 1 to 5.5 s as intervals around 3 s. Later research found more moderate differences between TDC and ASD performance on time perception tasks: using a temporal reproduction task with auditory durations ranging from 0.5 to 4.1 s, Martin et al. (2010) found that adults with ASD showed reduced sensitivity (temporal estimations further away from the veridical value) and precision (estimations are more variable) as compared to the TDC group -i.e. their reproduced durations were further away from the standards and judgements showed greater variability. Similar results were found using a bisection task in which participants had to decide whether probe durations were closer to a short (1 or 2 s) or to a long (4 or 8 s) anchor duration shown at the beginning of the experiment. The authors found that children with ASD perceived a smaller bisection point (duration supporting the perception that the probe is equal to the standard), and showed lower precision compared to TDC children. Exploring shorter durations (125-800 ms) with a temporal reproduction and a temporal generalisation tasks in lower-functioning children with ASD, Brodeur et al. (2014) also found reduced sensitivity and higher variability in temporal judgements in children with autism. In contrast with the described studies, Mostofsky et al. (2000) and Jones et al. (2009) found no differences between children and adolescents with ASD and their controls when using an auditory duration comparison task (below 1000 ms). Gil et al. (2012) found no group difference between ASD and TDC children in a time bisection task using durations between 0.5 and 16.62 s. Wallace and Happe (2008) even suggested that children with ASD can show superior performance to TDC children in a reproduction task using longer durations (2 to 45 s), and found no difference between groups in estimation and production tasks using the same durations. The latter results should be taken with caution as they were obtained with only 2 trials per duration and using a manual timing procedure.
In a previous study, we attempted to clarify previous inconsistencies in the literature by testing temporal processing of a range of intervals and unimodal auditory, unimodal visual and cross-modal interval comparisons using a temporal generalisation task in a sample of highfunctioning individuals with a diagnosis of ASD and well-matched TDC controls (Falter et al., 2012) . We chose the temporal generalisation paradigm as it allows a distinction between the sensitivity of interval discrimination and other aspects of timing, such as the scalar property. The scalar property of variance is a fundamental characteristic of human interval timing manifesting itself in constant timing sensitivity as the absolute intervals to be timed vary (e.g., Wearden and Lejeune, 2008) . We found decreased duration discrimination sensitivity in the ASD group across the two interval ranges and modality conditions, but in particular driven by the auditory modality. At the same time, participants with ASD showed coherence to the scalar property of timing and even more strongly than the TDC group. Hence, some functional aspects of timing behaviour seem to be intact in ASD, while discrimination of time intervals was found to be impaired (Falter et al., 2012) . Recent literature on time processing in autism (Allman, 2011; Allman et al., 2011) went as far as to propose that time processing deficit could underlie some of the core (e.g. atypical social interaction, repetitive behaviour) and secondary (e.g. language deficit, difficulties with planning) symptoms of ASD. In support of this theory, Maister and Plaisted-Grant (2011) , using a dual-task paradigm in which participants performed a time reproduction task in concurrence with a verbal repetition task, provide correlational evidence that short duration deficits are associated with attention abilities.
Altogether, the discussed previous findings suggest subtle differences in time perception in individuals with ASD as compared to the performance observed in TDC individuals. These differences manifest themselves most reliably as diminished precision in timing tasks for durations in the range of a few seconds. These group differences are generally small in size and do not reflect a clear impairment in the ASD group. This performance pattern suggests that, to perform temporal judgements, individuals with ASD allocate fewer resources to the task or use different strategies (and different neural substrates) compared to TDC individuals. Timing differences could affect behaviour and cognitive functions relying on the perception and production of fine temporal signals such as social timing or motor coordination. Unfortunately, such subtle impairments in low-level neuronal functions (e.g. in the perception of the timing of events) could have cascading effects on the development of higher-level functions that are dependent on all neuronal functions downstream, for instance functions that rely directly on a fine temporal tuning (e.g. turn-taking in conversations) or functions that develop through time-dependent learning (e.g. social learning, motor learning).
Thus, the current study aimed to explore the neural basis of reduced discriminatory sensitivity of time intervals, while timing functions did not seem to be completely disrupted in ASD. Considering the inconsistencies in behavioural findings, and the fact that differences between ASD and TDC groups might be the consequence of differential cognitive strategies as opposed to neurological impairments, investigating time processing in ASD using functional neuroimaging methods has previously proven fruitful (Falter et al., 2013) . Consequently, here we aimed at characterising the neural correlates of duration perception in high-functioning individuals with ASD using magnetoencephalography (MEG). Specifically, we contrasted cortical responses to the presentation of the same auditory stimuli but while participants performed two possible tasks: a duration discrimination task or a pitch discrimination task. Indeed, and in contrast to time perception, the perception of auditory pitch has been systematically reported to be intact and sometimes superior in individuals with ASD. Behaviourally, children with ASD perform equally well or better than their TDC counterparts on pitch discrimination and categorisation tasks (Bonnel et al., 2003; Heaton et al., 2008; Heaton, 2005; Järvinen-Pasley and Heaton, 2007; Järvinen-Pasley et al., 2008a; Järvinen-Pasley et al., 2008b; Mottron et al., 2000 , but see Bhatara et al., 2013) . Superior pitch discrimination has also been observed in adolescents and adults with ASD, although only in those individuals also presenting some language delays or difficulties (Bonnel et al., 2010; Eigsti and Fein, 2013; Heaton et al., 2008; Jones et al., 2009) . Other individuals on the autism spectrum did not perform differently from matched TDC controls (for review see Haesen et al., 2011; O'Connor, 2012) .
Studies using electroencephalography (EEG) investigating the neural correlates of pitch perception in ASD reported a diminished auditory P1 (Buchwald et al., 1992; Ceponiene et al., 2003; Lepistö et al., 2005) and sometimes a diminished N2 and N4 (Lepistö et al., 2005) . The Mismatch Negativity (MMN), which characterises the automatic detection of a deviant stimulus within a sequence of standard stimuli, has been found to be either intact (Ceponiene et al., 2003) , enhanced (Ferri et al., 2003; Lepistö et al., 2005 Lepistö et al., , 2006 Lepistö et al., , 2008 or occurring with an earlier latency (Gomot et al., 2002; Kujala et al., 2007) in ASD in response to simple, complex and speech-like pitch changes. Yet, one MEG study found a delayed MMN in response to a change in pitch in children with ASD compared to TDC children (Oram Cardy et al., 2005) . Very few studies have been conducted on the neural correlates of time perception in ASD and available evidence is so far quite inconsistent. Using an auditory oddball with duration deviants (104 vs 190 ms) in speech and non-speech stimuli, Lepistö et al. (2005 Lepistö et al. ( , 2006 reported a diminished MMN for duration changes in non-speech stimuli in ASD and a similar trend (although non-significant) for speech stimuli. In line with these results, a diminished MMN in response to consonant change (/wa/ vs. /ba/) in young children with ASD was described Kuhl et al. (2005) ; interestingly in this study (Kuhl et al., 2005 ) the stimuli were acoustically identical except for the duration of the initial formant transitions. In contrast, using a multi-feature oddball paradigm with non-speech stimuli, Kujala et al. (2007) found a larger fronto-central MMN in adults with ASD in response to the duration deviant (65 vs. 100 ms). Overall, available data suggest atypical neural processing of time in ASD. Behaviourally, we thus predicted that ASD individuals would show comparable sensitivity to TDC individuals in the pitch comparison task, but a reduced sensitivity in the duration comparison task. In terms of neural correlates, and based on the observation that the auditory EEG response P1 is reduced in ASD (Buchwald et al., 1992; Ceponiene et al., 2003; Lepistö et al., 2005) , we expected a slightly reduced MEG M100 in the ASD group compared to the TDC group in both tasks but an otherwise similar activity pattern in both groups. To the contrary, we expected a differential pattern reflecting atypical processing of time in ASD on the basis of behaviourally different performance patterns in similar tasks (e.g., Falter et al., 2012) .
Methods

Participants
Nineteen ASD participants (16-38 years old, 1 female) were recruited through a database at the Department of Psychiatry, University of Oxford. ASD participants were only included in the study if they were free from any co-morbid psychiatric disorders, did not take any medications, were right-handed and had a full scale IQ > 85 measured with the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI, Wechsler, 1999) . Four ASD participants had a diagnosis of high-functioning autism and fifteen ASD participants had a diagnosis of Asperger syndrome according to DSM-IV-TR (APA, 2000) . Diagnoses of ASD were confirmed with the Autism Diagnostic Interview -Revised, ADI-R (Lord et al., 1994) and the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule -Generic, ADOS-G (Lord et al., 2000) . Two participants did not meet the age of onset criterion of the ADI and three other participants scored one point below threshold on one ADI algorithm domain. Overall, all these participants scored above the ASD cut-off on other ADI domains and were included in the final analysis.
Nineteen TDC participants (15-38 years old, 5 females) were recruited through local advertisements and through their previous participation in studies at the University of Oxford. The same inclusion criteria applied to the TDC group as it did for the ASD group and in addition they were free of any psychiatric diagnosis.
Data of one ASD and one TDC participant were excluded from final analysis due to noisy MEG recordings. Thus, 18 participants with ASD and 18 TDC participants were included in the final MEG analysis (see Table 1 for demographic data). IQ data was not obtained from one female TDC participant. The remaining ASD and TDC participants were matched on age, verbal IQ, and performance IQ (largest t = 1.067). All individuals taking part in the study had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Ethics approval for the study was formally obtained from the National Research Ethics Service UK and written informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to any testing in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (2008) . The individuals included in the final analysis had also participated on the same day in an MEG study on perceptual simultaneity processing (Falter et al., 2013) and Gestalt perception (unpublished data).
Design and procedure
Stimuli were generated and presented using Stim 2 software (Neuroscan, 2003) and back-projected onto a translucent screen in a dimly lit scanning room. The task followed the design of a repeated standard temporal generalisation task (McCormack et al., 2005) , which allowed calculation of discrimination sensitivity (d prime). In this task, participants were presented on each trial with a standard stimulus followed by a probe stimulus. The probe stimulus was either identical to or different from the standard stimulus. In the current experiment, participants decided whether the duration (Duration task) or the pitch (Pitch task) of the probe auditory stimulus was the same as or different from the duration or the pitch of the standard stimulus, respectively. Duration and Pitch tasks were presented in separate blocks. The order of blocks was randomised across individuals. At the beginning of each block, an instruction screen indicated the type of comparison to be performed (i.e. 'Duration' or 'Pitch') followed by 12 trials of the specified condition. Each trial started with a 1500 ms period of black screen. A 500 Hz standard tone of 600 ms duration was then presented binaurally (standard tone). After a fixed Inter-Stimulus Interval (ISI) of 1200 ms, a probe tone of variable duration (Duration task) or frequency (Pitch task) was presented followed by a second ISI period of 1500 ms. After the presentation of the probe, participants were presented with a response cue, prompting them to register their answer by pressing one of two buttons ('same' vs. 'different'). In the Duration task, three probes were tested in randomised order: 300 ms, 600 ms, or 900 ms and all probes were 500 Hz. In the Pitch task, three probes were presented in randomised order with a pitch of 490 Hz, 500 Hz, or 510 Hz; all probes lasted 600 ms (Fig. 1) .
The full experiment consisted of 20 blocks, resulting in 120 trials per probe in the Duration task and 120 trials in the Pitch task. Participants were provided with short breaks in between blocks. The experiment was preceded by a training session in which participants performed one practice block on each condition and it was ascertained that the task instructions were understood. No feedback on performance was given during the experiment proper. A. Lambrechts et al. NeuroImage: Clinical 17 (2018) 124-136 2.3. Data acquisition MEG data were acquired at the Oxford University MEG unit using a Neuromag-306 VectorView™ system (Elekta-NeuromagOy; Helsinki, Finland), which consists of a helmet-shaped array of 102 pairs of orthogonal, first-order planar gradiometers (thereafter, "grad1" and "grad2" for the derivative along the latitude and the longitude, respectively) and 102 magnetometers (thereafter, "mags"). The data were sampled at 1000 Hz (0.03 to 330 Hz anti-alias filter). Individual head position was measured before each experimental run.
Data pre-processing
As typical for the Neuromag system using MaxShield, magnetic interferences originating outside of the MEG helmet were suppressed by the use of a Signal Space Separation method (Taulu and Simola, 2006) using MaxFilter (Elekta-NeuromagOy; Helsinki, Finland). The median position of each participant over the experimental runs was used as reference for the other runs based on the participant's head position recorded before each run. In addition to maxfiltering, PCA was performed to remove components explaining the ECG and EOG variance by using Graph (Elekta-NeuromagOy; Helsinki, Finland). The average cardiac and blink artefacts were performed using the ECG and EOG recordings. Components were checked manually for each sensor type (grad1, grad2, and mags) and saved as separate matrices (for detailed procedure, see: http://www.unicog.org/old_pm/pmwiki.php/MEG/ CheckingDataWithNeuromagTools). Additional data rejection affected < 2% of epochs.
Event-related fields (ERF) analysis
Single-trials were epoched from −200 ms to 800 ms from stimulus onset (either standard or probe) separately for each Pitch and Duration task and on a per individual basis. Epochs were low-pass filtered at 40 Hz and baseline corrected using the first 200 ms of the epoch. Single trials were first averaged on a per task and per individual basis, then grand-averaged across individuals of the same experimental group (ASD, TDC). Importantly, the analysis was carried out exclusively on the standard and on the probe stimuli, which were physically identical. Hence, comparisons were effectively carried out on 500 Hz tones lasting 600 ms. Brain responses to the 500 Hz, 600 ms tones were subsequently contrasted as a function of their position in the trial (standard or probe) and as a function of tasks (Duration or Pitch).
Within-and between-group analyses of ERFs were performed using Matlab (R2012) and Fieldtrip routines (Oostenveld et al., 2011) . Cluster permutation analyses in sensor space (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007) were performed using Fieldtrip separately for all three types of MEG sensors and on the full epoch length. 2 The minimal size for a cluster was two sensors with an alpha set to 0.05; the Monte Carlo method used 1000 permutations. All analyses were performed in accordance with accepted MEG analysis guidelines (Gross et al., 2013) . 2 Due to the high sensitivity of cluster permutations to the number of samples, cluster permutations analyses were first performed for predefined, overlapping time windows of interest around characteristic auditory event related fields (M50, M100, M200, 600 ms response to the stimulus offset). Significant clusters which were either found to overlap or be contiguous, and which shared a majority of sensors were subsequently identified as a single cluster. The analysis was thus rerun with an extended time window. If a cluster had a common boundary with the predefined time-window, the window was extended to capture the real onset and offset of the cluster. These steps are well known short-comings of the implemented cluster permutation analysis. This procedure insured a clear reporting of the effect while preserving no a priori regarding the selection of the appropriate time windows for the hypothesized effect. For these reasons, the final time windows in each condition differed slightly, but aimed to identify independent, robust clusters of significant differences in brain responses between two groups or tasks.
Results and discussion
Behavioural performance
Mean sensitivity in the Duration and Pitch discrimination tasks for both groups are shown in Fig. 2 . Using signal detection analyses, we calculated interval timing sensitivity (d′) independently of response bias (c) for each participant (Wearden, 2008) taking the hit rate and the false alarm rates into account.
The interval timing sensitivity indexed in d′ reflects participants' ability to distinguish between the standard and the probe intervals. The response bias indexed by c reflects the bias of responding 'same' across all intervals. In this respect, a general tendency of being cautious about responding 'same' would be seen as a rather conservative response bias. The hit rate reflects the proportion of 'same' responses in trials in which the probe duration was the same as the standard duration whereas the false alarm rate reflects the proportion of 'same' responses in trials in which the probe duration was different from the standard duration. 
Auditory event-related fields
In order to examine contrasts in cognitive, task-specific processes rather than low-level sensory processes, the MEG analysis focused exclusively on standard and probe stimuli which were acoustically identical tones (500 Hz, 600 ms). Therefore, the sole difference between standard and probe stimuli was their temporal order in the course of a trial, and the sole major difference between Pitch and Duration probes was the task instruction.
Group differences for pitch and duration discrimination tasks
First, we performed a between-group comparison to evaluate differences in brain responses to the same auditory stimuli between the TDC and ASD participants, separately for Pitch and for Duration. It should be noted that despite some trends illustrated in the figures, few clusters contrasting ASD and TDC evoked responses with a betweengroup design reached significance after correction for multiple comparison, indicating the selectivity of our findings.
3.2.1.1. Pitch discrimination task. Between-group comparisons for the Pitch discrimination task revealed significant differences solely for the processing of the standard stimulus (and not the probe): larger auditory evoked M100 and M200 responses were found in the ASD group as compared to the TDC group over the left hemisphere (M100; mag, grad1: all p < 0.05; M200; grad2: p < 0.05) compared to the TDC group (Fig. 3) . The ASD group also showed a significantly larger amplitude of their late auditory evoked responses (640 and 800 ms; mag: p < 0.05) over the right hemisphere as compared to TDC group (Fig. 3A, bottom right panel) . The observed group differences in brain responses during the processing of the standard sound during the Pitch task are compatible with the idea of enhanced pitch processing in ASD early during the analysis of the auditory stimulus. The lack of group differences during the presentation of the probe suggests, however, that there were no major differences in how the Pitch discrimination task was performed in both groups.
3.2.1.2. Duration discrimination task. Similarly to the Pitch task, between-group comparisons for the Duration discrimination task revealed significant differences in the processing of the standard but not the probe stimulus. Although brain responses of the ASD group ( Fig. 4 ; red traces) may suggest an enhanced activity throughout the course of the trial, this was not significant. Rather, the only significant difference between groups was that the auditory evoked responses persisted longer after the offset of the stimulus in the ASD group. This persistent activity in the ASD group resulted in a significantly larger brain evoked response between 630 and 800 ms as compared to the TDC group (mag: p < 0.05; Fig. 4, bottom panel) . This group difference suggests that a possible neural correlate of the behaviourally observed diminished sensitivity in duration comparison may be due to the less clear demarcation of the offset response at the end of the standard stimulus.
Task specificity: differential encoding of identical stimuli as a function of task instructions (Pitch vs. Duration contrast)
We then investigated whether the physically identical stimuli were encoded differently depending on task instructions within each experimental group. We tested whether and when, pitch and duration were differentially encoded by contrasting the standard and the probe stimuli in the Pitch and Duration tasks, separately for each group of participants.
3.2.2.1. Standard stimulus processing. In the TDC group, the early M50 and M100 components of the auditory evoked responses elicited by the presentation of the standard tone differed significantly as a function of task requirements. First, auditory evoked responses during the Duration A. Lambrechts et al. NeuroImage: Clinical 17 (2018) 124-136 task were significantly enhanced compared to their homologues in the Pitch task over the right hemisphere (grad2: p < 0.05; Fig. 5A -B, top left panels). On the other hand a significantly larger M50 and M100 in the Pitch task was found in the left hemisphere as contrasted with the Duration task (mag: p < 0.05; Fig. 5A -B, bottom left panels). No other significant differences was found between the two tasks at these and later latencies. In the ASD group, although the graphs suggest a similar trend in the right hemisphere, no significant differences were found when contrasting brain responses evoked by the presentation of the standard stimuli in the Pitch or in the Duration tasks (see Fig. 5 ).
Probe stimulus processing.
During the probe presentation, the TDC group showed clear enhanced evoked responses during Duration task as compared to Pitch task in several consecutive clusters starting around 200 ms, and lasting up to 400 ms post-stimulus onset (grad1: p < 0.05; grad 2: p < 0.001; Fig. 6, left panel) , between 300 and 410 ms and again between 460 and 550 ms (grads: p < 0.01 and p < 0.05 respectively; Fig. 6 , middle panel). Significant clusters involved different set of sensors over both hemispheres, suggesting the contribution of multiple sources to the enhanced response elicited by the Duration task.
In stark contrast, response profiles in the ASD group indicated a sustained enhanced evoked response in the Pitch task as compared to the Duration task starting at around 150 ms post-stimulus onset, and lasting throughout the presentation of the sound. This difference only reached statistical significance for a short interval between 495 and 540 ms over the left hemisphere (grad2: p < 0.05, Fig. 6, right panel) .
Hence, both TDC and ASD individuals showed specific processing differences of the same physical stimuli between the two tasks (Pitch vs. Duration), suggesting that task instructions provided top-down guidance on bottom-up information processing. An important difference between the TDC and ASD groups was that in the TDC group, brain responses had greater amplitude in the Duration task as compared to the Pitch task after the early components of the evoked responses. To the contrary the ASD group showed a larger amplitude of the evoked response in the Pitch task as compared to the Duration task. One major difference between the two tasks is that the Pitch discrimination task can be resolved based on early sensory evidence provided by the frequency of the stimulus, whereas the Duration task can only be resolved later in the trial (specifically for the 600 ms stimuli, the task can be fully resolved from 600 ms after the offset of the signal). This seems to be reflected in the TDC group by a greater response to duration after 150 ms, but not in the ASD group in which the diminished amplitude in the Duration task (as compared to the Pitch task) might underlie the reduced sensitivity for duration discrimination in the behavioural results.
Comparison processes: standard vs. probe stimuli
Our last question concerned the neural correlates of the comparison process that led participants to make a decision on a given trial. For this, we investigated the differences in brain responses evoked by the presentation of the standard and the probe stimuli. Keeping in mind that we only considered trials in which the probe was identical to the standard stimulus, any differences could only reflect top-down and decision processes as opposed to bottom-up sensory analysis.
3.2.3.1. Pitch discrimination task. In the TDC group, the comparison of the standard and the probe during the Pitch task revealed a significant sustained difference of the auditory evoked response from 44 ms poststimulus onset onwards, with the probe stimulus eliciting a smaller auditory M100 than the standard over both the right (grad2: p < 0.01; Fig. 7A-B, left panel) and the left sensors (mag: p < 0.05; Fig. 7C-D,  left panel) . This pattern suggests that the cortical processing of the standard and the probe stimuli were significantly different as early as the mid-latency responses. This difference was followed by an enhanced bilateral auditory M200 elicited by the presentation of the probe as compared to the standard (mag, grad2: p < 0.05; Fig. 7A -D, middle panels). A significantly larger response to the presentation of the probe as compared to the standard was also observed bilaterally between 420 and 475 ms (grad2: p < 0.05; Fig. 7A-B, left panel) ; late significant clusters were also found in the left hemisphere between 740 and 800 ms (grad1: p < 0.05).
In the ASD group, the same analysis yielded largely similar patterns of significant effects. As in the TDC group, a diminished auditory M100 response was observed in response to the presentation of the probe as compared to the standard during the Pitch task over the left sensors (grads: 90-110 ms, p < 0.05; Fig. 7A-B, right panel) . An enhanced auditory response to the presentation of the probe as compared to the standard was confined to the left sensors between 424 and 481 ms and again between 500 and 800 ms post-stimulus onset (grad2: p < 0.001; Fig. 7A-B, right panel) .
In summary, for both TDC and ASD participants in the Pitch comparison task, early auditory evoked responses to the probe showed smaller amplitudes as compared to the standard stimulus, possibly reflecting sensory habituation (diminished early sensory response to a repeated stimulus). In both groups, the probe also elicited larger auditory evoked responses from 400 ms onwards although this difference was bilateral in TDC group and mostly left-lateralized in the ASD group. Together with the behavioural findings, this suggests that both groups of individuals shared similar response in a Pitch comparison task which allows them to resolve pitch judgement successfully.
3.2.3.2. Duration discrimination task. In the duration discrimination task, and similar to the pitch discrimination task, TDC participants showed an early and sustained differential processing of the standard and the probe (Fig. 8A-D, left and middle panels) . The probe elicited a significantly smaller auditory evoked responses than the standard: specifically, a smaller M100 response over the left sensors (grad2: p < 0.01) and a smaller M200 over the left hemisphere then sustained over both hemispheres until 340 ms (mag, grad2: p < 0.05; grad1: p < 0.001). The sustained response was followed by a greater response to the probe from 330 to 700 ms (mag, grad1: p < 0.01). The latter sustained and offset differences could be due to the prediction of possible probe durations which could take on three different values i.e. 300, 600 and 900 ms but which are not addressed here (van Wassenhove and Lecoutre, 2015) .
In the ASD group, comparing the responses elicited by the presentation of standard and probe revealed a bilaterally diminished auditory M50 and M100 for the probe (bilaterally, mag: p < 0.05; and left hemisphere, mag: p < 0.05; grad1: p < 0.05; grad2: p < 0.01; Fig. 8A-D, right panels) . No other significant differences were found between standard and probe in the ASD group.
General discussion
The present study investigated the neural correlates of interval timing in ASD. Participants performed two auditory comparison tasks in which they had to decide whether two consecutive tones were the same duration (Duration task) or the same pitch (Pitch task) while being recorded with MEG. The first tone in the pair was always the same and served as a standard, whereas the second tone served as a probe and varied in duration or in pitch with respect to the standard according to the task. Data analysis was carried out exclusively on identical standard and probe stimuli (i.e., 500 Hz tones lasting 600 ms). This procedure allowed us to investigate the processing related to the encoding (standard) and to the comparison (probe) of duration and pitch, while keeping all physical stimulus aspects constant.
First, looking at direct group contrasts, we found an enhanced amplitude of the auditory evoked responses to the standard in the ASD group as compared to the TDC group. This was found in both the Pitch and in the Duration tasks. This enhanced amplitude was apparent just after the offset of the standard tone. The significantly prolonged neural response to the stimulus beyond its physical duration and the slower slope of the signal offset observed in ASD could reflect their diminished sensitivity to duration (d′) observed in the current study and in previous work (Falter et al., 2012) . One possible interpretation is that ASD individuals encoded the offset of the standard with less precision than TDC individuals, in the sense of a seemingly delayed offset: considering that the standard tone was a reference to which the probe was subsequently compared to, this would de facto affect the comparison process when reaching the offset of the probe. Hence, even if the probe was encoded similarly between the ASD and the TDC groups, the comparison process in the ASD group would be hampered on the basis of the gradual (as opposed to sharp) offset response to the standard offset. The lengthened offset response may indicate that, despite the high predictability of the standard tones, ASD participants failed to automatically predict its precise offset, thereby misencoding its duration. Interestingly, and in line with this hypothesis, no group differences were found in the processing of the probe tone. Thus, our results suggest that differences in duration processing could be due to standard offsets not being automatically predicted in ASD and thereby leading to the difficulty of shunting the comparison process. Secondly, looking at the comparison process itself, we contrasted the evoked brain responses elicited by the standard and the probe tones separately in each group. In the Pitch task, the ASD group, just like the TDC group, displayed a sustained response difference between standard and probe, supporting the behavioural finding of intact processing of pitch in ASD. In the Duration task, however, the ASD group showed an early reduced response amplitude (~100 ms) elicited by the probe as compared to the standard tone; to the contrary, the TDC group showed almost sustained differences throughout the response period ranging from 80 to 700 ms post-stimulus onset. Like in the ASD group, the early latency auditory responses elicited by the probe tone (around 50 to 100 ms post-stimulus onset) were smaller than the responses to the standard, but then from~150 ms onwards, the responses evoked by the probe in the TDC group were enhanced compared to the standard. In the TDC group, these sustained differences strongly suggested distinct processes in the encoding and in the comparison of durations. Specifically, the enhanced amplitude of the early evoked response (~150 ms) to the probe tone may reflect additional neural resources allocated during the probe presentation in order to perform the comparison task. In the ASD group, the lack of differences after 140 ms suggests that individuals with ASD processed stimuli more similarly irrespective of position within a trial, in other words they may not allocate additional resources to the processing of the probe tone. This interpretation has to be taken with caution as it is based on a null difference in the ASD group, but the lack of significant difference after 140 ms in the ASD group is quite striking, and supports the idea of atypical processing of duration in autism. Finally, we investigated each group's ability to adjust neural processing to the task instructions by contrasting the responses evoked in the Duration and Pitch tasks. TDC individuals showed differential evoked responses to the standard tone showing that the same acoustic signal was processed differentially from 50 ms onwards as a function of the cognitive context or task instructions. This suggests feature-specific neural processing of otherwise physically identical stimuli. In contrast, in the ASD group, no difference was found in the responses evoked by the standard tone between the Pitch and the Duration task. When looking at the responses evoked by the probe tone, TDC individuals showed a sustained enhanced response when performing the Duration as compared to the Pitch task. The opposite pattern was found in the ASD group with enhanced evoked response to the probe in the Pitch task as compared to the Duration task, and the difference reached significance for a shorter interval starting around 500 ms. This provides evidence that both groups are processing the identical auditory signals in a feature-specific manner. In the TDC group, the significant differences in the amplitude of the evoked responses when comparing the Pitch and the Duration task likely reflected different demands for each task, the Duration one inducing larger brain responses. Because of the very features of pitch and duration, pitch discrimination could be resolved shortly after the onset of the tone, whereas duration comparison can only be resolved after the offset of the tone -duration, by definition, accumulates over time (Lambrechts et al., 2013; Martin et al., 2017; Shi et al., 2013) : a first reduction of uncertainty may therefore be attained after 300 ms if the stimulus is not interrupted, and evidence is sufficient after 600 ms to inform a concluding decision van Wassenhove and Lecoutre, 2015) . This rationale would explain why in the Duration task the probe elicited a larger response than in the Pitch task in the TDC group. In contrast, the response to pitch was enhanced throughout the probe tone presentation in the ASD group, which seems to indicate preferential processing of pitch or reduced processing of duration in autism, and could underlie the slightly diminished sensitivity in duration comparison in the ASD group. This is in line with reports of increased sensitivity to pitch in autism (Bonnel et al., 2003; Bonnel et al., 2010; Eigsti and Fein, 2013; Heaton et al., 2008; Heaton et al., 2008; Heaton, 2005; Järvinen-Pasley and Heaton, 2007; Järvinen-Pasley et al., 2008a; Järvinen-Pasley et al., 2008b; Jones et al., 2009; Mottron et al., 2000 , but see Bhatara et al., 2013) . These results also support the hypothesis that individuals with ASD allocate less resources to duration processing, potentially affecting the sensitivity of their temporal judgements. If this is the case early in development, imprecise timing could have cascading effects on learning and on the acquisition of important functions such as joint attention and communication.
The current results together with our previous behavioural data (Falter et al., 2012) indicate that interval timing abilities in individuals with ASD are not entirely disrupted, but rather hampered by a suboptimal engagement of task-specific resources. In particular, while individuals with ASD may have a crisp encoding of the onset of an interval, the predictive coding of the offset of the standard interval, which requires top-down processing van Wassenhove and Lecoutre, 2015; Wiener et al., 2010) , may be perturbed. This could mean that while TDC individuals can efficiently compare the ongoing duration to a reliable template of the standard interval, individuals with ASD are comparing the probe interval to a less well encoded standard and therefore have greater noise in their decisions. In addition, our results suggest that resources are not allocated optimally according to task demand in ASD: whereas pitch comparison can be solved earlier than duration comparison, the Pitch task claims a greater response throughout the probe tone compared to the Duration task.
A limitation of our result is the absence of control for the effect of time and fatigue on the neural response. TDC and ASD participants might be differentially susceptible to fatigue which would affect the comparison of their neural responses over time, an effect not limited to the current study. It is also possible that the Duration task is in fact more demanding for individuals on the spectrum, especially because it requires to stay engaged for longer than during a Pitch task trial (in which the decision can be reached quickly) and that when their attention fades away, so do the neural resources allocated. Because of a limited number of trials, it was not possible here to gain any more insight in the change in signal over time but this question could be addressed in future research.
Conclusions
In this study we investigated the processing of duration as compared to pitch in a group of adults with ASD using MEG. Our results suggest that individuals with ASD are less able to predict the duration of the standard tone accurately, hampering the comparison process. In addition, contrary to TDC individuals who adjust allocation of processing resources at different times during stimulus processing, depending on task instructions and context, individuals with ASD seem to allocate less resources overall to the processing of duration in comparison to pitch, which could lead to less accurate timing judgments. Overall, a diminished ability to judge short durations accurately could have cascading effects in the development of motor behaviour and cognitive functions such as joint attention and communication. 
